
 

 
 

 

Moving Forward 
in Hope: Hays Catholic Schools Reopening Plan 

 

 
 

  



 

Introduction: 
 

Dear Hays Catholic School Community, 
 

Thank you for your patience and honesty these last few months during the COVID-19 pandemic.               
Unprecedented challenges have been placed on parents, students, and educators as we            
navigated the last nine weeks of the 2019-2020 school year, and as we look forward to the                 
continued and unchartered challenges of the 2020-2021 school year.  

 
As you review this plan there are three phases that are marked by specific virtues that will help                  
guide actions and attitudes as we move through the various phases. The plan will walk you                
through reintroduction priorities, health guidelines, our 3-Phase Plan, and what those phases            
mean for instruction, special education, environment, transportation, childcare, activities, and          
custodial services. 

 
In all phases of the plan, the health and safety of our students and staff are a top priority and the                     
opening of school will be done in consultation with our partners in public health. As you will see                  
towards the end of the plan, we will prepare for the possibility of transition between phases                
throughout the school year as prompted by public health concerns. 

 
We thank you for your patience, continual support and feedback as we work through the               
details of these plans and make our way back together.  
 
I can do all things through Him who strengthens me. ~Philippians 4:13 

 
Rachel Wentling 
HFE Principal 
 

 

Chad Meitner 
TMP-Marian Principal 

 

 

 



 

 

Forward in Hope: Vision & Goals 
 

To provide highest quality educational experience with the highest level of health and safety practices for students, 
faculty and staff during the COVID-19 pandemic 

 

● Catholic Identity and Mission must be front and center. 
● Resuming school with students and teachers physically present when possible. 
● Socially distance students 3-6 feet as feasible to mitigate the exposure and spread of COVID-19 
● Implement mitigation strategies to prevent exposure and spread of COVID-19 but understand that no plans 

can completely eliminate risk of exposure to and/or contraction of the virus.  
● Provide online education options for families that have students who are not able to participate in onsite 

education during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
● Provide alternative delivery of instruction for those students who are required to isolate, quarantine, or have 

a temporary concern of attending onsite school. 
● This plan will be flexible to evolve with the latest information. Administration, faculty and staff will be willing 

to refine approaches as situations develop. 
 

 
 
 

Onsite Instruction Low Community Restrictions 
Minimal Community Spread  

All students may return with safety 
protocols…On-Site Learning 
Environment 

 

Hybrid Instruction Moderate Community Restrictions 
Moderate Community Spread  

Partial return of stable groups of 
students, as directed, with safety 
protocols…Hybrid Learning 
Environment 

Remote Instruction High Community Restrictions 
Substantial Community Spread  

Most restrictive situation, 
implemented at a single school, 
multiple schools or entire district 
during significant community spread 
or as directed by the state or public 
health…Remote Learning 
Environment 

 
 

 



 

 

 

  



 

Phases at a glance: Instructional 
 

 

Phase 

Type of 
instruction 

 

  

Physical 
Environment 

 
 

 

Students with 
Exceptionalities 

 
 

 
 

Onsite 
Instruction  

Students learn 
on-site, with 
online virtual 

learning option 
available 

Normal with 
preventative measures 
as outlined in pandemic 

plan 

Students who are able to return to 
school receive typical support and 

programming with online virtual 
learning option available 

Hybrid 
Instruction 

Hybrid Learning 
Environment – 

on-site and remote 
learning 

Normal with 
preventative measures 

as outlined. Limited 
number of students in 
classrooms/buildings. 

If appropriate students can be 
with on-site groups each day. 

Remote 
Instruction 

School buildings 
closed and most 

learning is 
conducted 
remotely 

None Teachers of students with 
special needs work together 

virtually and onsite 

ICLPs will be developed. 

  



 

 

Phases at a glance: Operational 
 

 

Phase 

Food Services 
 

 
 

Transportation 
 

 

Mass 

 

Gatherings, 
Visitors, and 

Events 
 

 

Onsite 
Instruction 

Food will be served 
in the classroom 

and/or the cafeteria 
with distancing 

 
. 

Normal service 
would be provided to 
eligible students with 
possible screening 

Mass will occur with 
distancing 

Will be based on 
Public Health and 
State guidance on 

event size 

Encourage social 
distancing between 

people who don’t live 
together, including 
outdoor activities 

Hybrid 
Instruction 

Efforts to reduce the 
number of students 
in the cafeteria at 

one time 
 

. 

Normal service 
would be provided to 
eligible students with 
possible screening 

Efforts to reduce the 
number of students 
in the worship space 

at one time 

Will be based on 
Public Health and 
State guidance on 

event size 

Encourage social 
distancing between 

people who don’t live 
together, including 
outdoor activities 

Remote 
Instruction 

TBD No services are 
provided 

On-line Mass will be 
shared with students 

and families 

None 

 



 

Precautions: Prevent, Prepare & Respond 
 
 
Do not attend school for the required period when traveling to or from certain areas. 

When traveling to or from certain areas as determined by the Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment, students, staff, teachers, and guests must quarantine for the required amount of time. This 
includes if it is determined that someone was in close contact with someone traveling to or from one of 
these areas within 14 days. Students unable to enter the school building for these reasons will do virtual 
learning to stay caught up with school work. 

 

Prevention >>> 
 

1. Daily Screenings 
a. Temperature Check 

b. Screening Questionnaire 

c. Stay home when feeling ill 

 
2. Encourage faculty & staff, parents & students to develop and practice healthy habits to help prevent the 

spread of flu and other illnesses. Distribute health information and materials that help communicate and 
educate these healthy habits 

a. Wash hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. 

i. Teachers establish a handwashing schedule--before the start of school, before 
lunch, bathroom breaks, etc.  

b. Use at least a 60% alcohol-based hand sanitizer when soap and water are not available. 

i. Hand sanitizer is available in all classrooms--students encouraged to use frequently between 
handwashing 

c. Facial coverings/masks will be required according to KSDE, local governance and health department 
mandates 

d. Create a review standard training video as a school and in classrooms 

e. Stay home when sick and return only after fever free for 72 hours without the aid of medicine. 

i. Students will be able to participate in remote learning during mandated absences. If school 
work is completed and parent/guardian completes required paperwork, the absences will not 
be recorded. 

ii. The schools will maintain health records; reasons for students’ absences, student visits to the 
nurse’s office and will communicate with parents all reasons for visits.  

f. Maintain social distancing of at least 3-6 feet. 

https://www.coronavirus.kdheks.gov/175/Travel-Exposure-Related-Isolation-Quaran


 

i. Students will keep three feet distance while in class, standing in lines, sitting in mass,  

ii. Students should maintain assigned seating and line positions to limit potential exposures 

 
3. Clean frequently touched surfaces and objects within the school on a regular basis. 

 
4. Work closely with the local public health department to stay educated, informed, and up-to-date on the most 

recent health information. 
 

5. Maintain accurate daily attendance records 
 
Prepare >>> 

 
1. Continue to work closely with the local public health department to stay educated, informed and up-to-date 

on the most recent health information.  
 

2. Review health policies and procedures with faculty and parents through the school newsletter 
 

3. Local building leadership and crisis team tracking the spread of the present illness. 
 

4. Modify, postpone, or cancel large events and extracurricular activities if necessary. 
 

5. Begin plans for transition to other phases of instruction 

a. Begin communication with faculty and parents.  

b. Address concerns of the school community 

 
Respond >>> 
 
➔ Assemble school leadership and/or crisis team and consult with the local health department to assess risk 

and determine appropriate phase of instruction. 
 

➔ Continue to encourage faculty & staff, parents & students to maintain healthy habits to help slow the spread 
of and to eliminate flu and other illnesses. Continue to distribute health information and materials that help 
communicate and educate these healthy habits. 
 

➔ Maintain social distancing and quarantine if necessary 

◆ Cooperate with local health department for contact tracing, isolation, and quarantine mandates 

◆ Continue education for affected students while in quarantine 

➔ Continue to modify, postpone or cancel large events and extracurricular activities if necessary. 
 
➔ Continue to assess school phased plans for instruction.  



 

COVID-19 Exposure: How to Respond 

 
Covid-19 Symptoms 
➔ Fever of 100.4 (F) or higher 
➔ Chills 
➔ Muscle pain or aches 
➔ Headache 
➔ Sore throat 
➔ Cough, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing 
➔ Loss of taste or smell 
➔ Diarrhea 

 
I am having Covid-19 symptoms 

➔ Parents, Students, or Employees should contact the principal 

➔ Contact your healthcare provider or the Ellis County Health Department 

➔ Take a Covid-19 test and follow these instructions while awaiting results 

➔ Self-isolate to your home. 

➔ If you live with others, self-isolation in a private room and use a private bathroom if possible. 

➔ Make a list of close contacts you have had from two days before you became sick until you isolated 

➔ Wear a mask when you enter general living areas. Interact with others as little as possible. 

➔ If you develop additional symptoms or your symptoms get worse, notify your healthcare provider. 
 

I have received a positive Covid-19 test 

➔ Parents, Students, or Employees should contact the principal. 

➔ Notify your close contacts and let them know they should quarantine at home for 14 days. This 
includes your family. 

➔ School personnel will notify close contacts at school. 

➔ Self-isolate in your home until the following conditions are met: 

➔ 10 days from the beginning of symptoms or 72 hours after fever is gone without the use of fever 
reducing medicine and other symptoms have significantly improved, whichever is longer. 

➔ If your symptoms get worse or if you require hospitalization, notify your healthcare provider 
immediately and follow instructions about wearing a mask when you arrive at the facility. 

➔ If you do not need hospitalization, continue to self-isolate at home.  



 

I have been in close contact with a confirmed Covid-19 patient 

➔ Parents, Students, and Employees should contact the principal 

➔ Quarantine for 14 days and monitor your health 
 
I have been exposed to a person with Covid-19 symptoms 

➔ If you have no symptoms, no additional action is required. Continue to monitor your health 
 
I have been exposed to a person who was exposed to a confirmed Covid-19 patient 

➔ If you have no symptoms, no additional action is required. Continue to monitor your health. 
 

I have travelled to an area with high Covid-19 cases 

➔ Parents, Students and Employees should contact the principal 

➔ Quarantine for 14 days and monitor your health 
 
I have been exposed to a person who traveled to an area with high Covid-19 cases 

➔ If you have no symptoms, no additional action is required. Continue to monitor your health. 
 
14 Day Home Quarantine Guidelines 

➔ Do not leave your home unless to satisfy critical needs. 

➔ Do not attend any settings where you are unable to maintain a 6-foot distance from other people 

➔ You may not have visitors at your home. 

➔ Ellis County Health Department could monitor your condition through daily phone calls. 
 
What is close contact? 
Close contacts are people who have been within 6 feet of you and for a period of 10 minutes or more.  



 

Transitioning Between Phases: 
 
Moving between different phases of our plan will take time. Each phase has different physical configurations and 
protocols that will need to be implemented. Metrics and guidelines for changing phases have been provided by 
members of the medical community and local health department. These metrics and guidelines will be used to 
make objective decisions about transitioning between phases. 
 
Quick action to protect students >> 
Our biggest concern, of course, is ensuring the health and wellness of students if a potential outbreak is detected at 
a school or in our community. Working closely with our partners in public health, we will determine if the closure of 
school(s) are necessary. Regardless of which phase we are in, we will always be prepared to immediately return to 
Remote Learning. 
 
Coordinated transitions >> 
In situations in which conditions are gradually changing (for the worse or the better), the district will transition 
schools from phase to phase. School leadership will meet weekly to discuss data and trends of the local and 
surrounding communities. A change of phase will be communicated to families with as much advance notice as 
possible and school leaders will work to implement the changes in each building on a set timeline. In some cases, a 
brief return to Remote Learning may be necessary to allow for changes to be completed at the school. 
 
Confirmed Case of COVID-19 in the School Building >> 
With each COVID-19 positive in our school buildings, leadership will assemble to assess risk and work with the 
local health department to determine the appropriate response which could include a transition to another phase of 
instruction with little to no notice. 
 
The school could potentially remain open but block off areas where the person infected with COVID-19 was in the 
building until the area has been cleaned thoroughly. The school will work with the local health department to assess 
for close contacts within students and staff and inform those who are exposed that they must start a mandatory 
14-day quarantine period.  



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Moving Forward 
in Hope: Holy Family Elementary Phased Plan for Reopening 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 



 

On-Site Instruction: Safety & Operations 
 

All individual who enter our building may be screened:  

➔ Individuals who have a fever OR two or more symptoms should not report to school 

➔ Temperature check by contactless thermometer; temperature 99.5 and above will be sent home 

➔ Student will be isolated in nurse’s office so that temperature will be taken 3 times, 10 minutes apart 

➔ Questionnaire - any staff or student displaying 2 or more symptoms without explanation will be sent home 
◆ Chills  
◆ Rigors  
◆ Muscles and body aches  
◆ Fatigue  
◆ Headache  
◆ Sore throat 
◆ Lower Respiratory illness (cough, breath shortness) 
◆ New loss of taste or smell 
◆ Diarrhea 

➔ Individuals should be fever-free for 72 hours without a use of fever reducing medicines. 

Hand-washing/Sanitizing will occur hourly. Students will wash hands as part of their morning routine, after recesses 
and before lunch. 

Masks/Facial Coverings requirement will be determined by mandates of the governor’s office and local health and 
government officials. 

Vaccinations - students are encouraged to be up to date on all vaccinations. 

Stable groups of students (Cohorts) >> 

In education, we call groups of students cohorts. During certain stages of a pandemic, it is crucially important to be 
able to quickly investigate cases and conduct contact tracing. By grouping students together, actions can be taken 
to limit interactions with other students within the building and on school grounds. Additionally, if there is a 
suspected case of COVID-19 at a school, it is easier to determine possible exposure and isolate and/or quarantine 
specific students, rather than having to close the entire school. 
 
  
Families who would prefer remote instruction for their students can make this preference known 
during enrollment. 

 



 

Virtual Online Instruction: 
 

Holy Family Elementary and Smoky Valley Virtual Charter School (SVVCS) have a long standing partnership to 
deliver additional learning opportunities to HFE students. During this pandemic the partnership has been 
strengthened to offer Virtual Online Instruction with highly trained and qualified virtual online instructors in the core 
areas of English Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies. An HFE teacher will act as a liaison and will 
also oversee the delivery of the only faith formation, IXL skill practice, Lexia Core 5 (to applicable students), and 
Specials (music, art, PE, STREAM) lessons.  

If parents elect this option for their students, they will be dual enrolled at HFE and SVVCS. To maintain consistency 
and give students the best educational experience, this will be at a minimum, a semester commitment and could 
include the spring semester as well. Parents will be required to fill out an additional enrollment form. HFE will check 
out a mobile device to all students utilizing this option and will be expected to be in regular contact with our HFE 
liaison.  

This virtual online instruction is different from the Remote Instruction which is considered temporary until schools 
can transition to a hybrid or onsite phase safely.  

 
On-Site Instruction:  
 

Cohort classes with social distancing and facial covering  exist to minimize crossover among children and adults 
within the school when COVID prevalence in the community is minimal; the exact size of the cohort may vary. 

Description of On-site Instruction:  

● In person, regular staffing of grade levels.  
● Mass should follow current Diocesan guidelines.  
● Student gatherings indoors or outdoors will be limited to groups of 50 or less.  
● Adoration and confession will continue with social distancing.  
● After School Care will occur with social distancing.  
● Students will bring and use personal water bottles.  
● Students in all grade levels shall have assigned seats.  
● Elementary PE/music/art/etc. should be outside as much as possible or in homerooms/gym.  
● The drop-off and pick-up procedures may be altered to alleviate congestion.  
● Breakfast/lunch schedule and/or seating may be altered to maintain distancing.  
● Consider allowing students to eat lunch outside when feasible.  
● Recess schedules may be altered to maintain class-to-class social distance. 
● Passing periods may be staggered to minimize students in the hall.  



 

● Desks should be placed 3-6 feet apart when feasible.  
● Hallway transition routes will be identified in hallways and/or staircases.  
● No visitors will be allowed to the building.  
● Scheduled volunteers will have temperature taken upon arrival and must wear a mask.  
● Vocal music and instrumental music may continue to meet; however, there should be no indoor group or 

ensemble singing until further directives are publicized by the National Association of Music Education. If 
providing in-person, indoor instrumental ensemble experiences, teachers may focus on chamber music with 
smaller groups of students. Student could learn music theory, music appreciation ͙ ;see fall 2020 Guidance 
for Music Education).  

 

On-Site Instruction Hygiene, Homework & Grading >> 

Hand-washing/Sanitizing upon entering & hourly thereafter 

Cohort classes will minimize crossover among children. Outdoor spaces will be utilized when possible. 

Masks required entering/exiting, in hallways, classrooms, and in common areas. Provisions for breaks will be 
provided.  

Homework and Grading Policies will remain consistent to individual school policies, classroom teacher 
expectations, and established best practices. 

 

 

 

  



 

Hybrid Instruction: In-Person & Online 
 

The focus of Hybrid Instruction is based on requiring 6 foot social distancing between all students. To fully 
accommodate all grade levels, those remaining students will have class time in a physical classroom a minimum of 
two times a week and participate in remote learning the other days. Facial coverings/masks will be required when 
social distancing is not possible.  

Description of Hybrid Learning: 

● Divide class into 9-12 students per average size classroom.  
● Mass will follow current Diocesan guidelines; Social distance per student. 
● Adoration and confession will continue but with social distancing.  
● After School Care will occur but with social distancing.  
● Breakfast/Lunch schedule and/or seating will be altered for social distancing.  
● Encourage classes to eat outside when feasible.  
● Assigned seating in all grade levels and spaces. All desks face the same direction.  
● Schedules may be staggered within the school to alleviate hallway/restroom congestion.  
● Students will bring and use personal water bottles. 
● Traffic patterns within the building will be outlined and posted.  
● No field trips away from campus or assemblies will be scheduled.  
● No visitors will be allowed to the building.  
● Scheduled volunteers will have temperature taken upon arrival and must wear a mask.  
● Teachers will be encouraged to use outdoors for class.  
● Vocal music and instrumental music may continue to meet; however, there should be no indoor group or 

ensemble signing, until further directives are publicized by the National Association of Music Education. 
Students could learn music theory, music appreciation. (See Fall 2020 Guidance for Music Education).  

● Parents need to document student seat time. Attendance taken.  
● Schools͛ absence make-up policies apply to at-home learning.  

 

Hybrid Instruction Hygiene, Homework & Grading >> 

Hand-washing/Sanitizing upon entering & hourly thereafter  

Small class size for social distancing while utilizing outdoor space when possible  

Masks required entering/exiting, in hallways, classrooms, and in common areas. Provisions for breaks will be 
provided.  

Homework and Grading: Homework and grading policies should be consistent with on-site learning, there may be 
additional time granted for completion during remote aspects of hybrid instruction.  



 

Remote Instruction: Remote Online Learning 
 

Most restrictive situation, implemented at a single school, multiple schools or entire district during 
significant community spread or as directed by the state or public health 
 

● School days beginning with YouTube Live prayer and announcements will be encouraged.  
● Streamed Mass will be encouraged daily for students to watch.  
● Virtual adoration will be encouraged.  
● Schools will offer internet-ready devices for each child in a family as needed.  
● Participation and achievement grades will be earned by students.  
● Social and emotional needs will be a priority.  
● For remote learning, when video sessions are hosted, participation grades will be issued.  
● Recommended daily instructional and/or assignment-related as determined by KSDE Guidelines 
● Regular outreach to families will occur.  
● Regular check-in with students will occur.  
● Schools are encouraged to use limited platforms.  
● Schools are encouraged to have a standard due date and/or time for assignments.  
● Breakfast and lunch will be provided by the Catholic school or the local public schools 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 
Moving Forward 
in Hope: TMP-Marian Phased Plan for Reopening   



 

Health Precautions:  
 
Stay home when sick or exhibiting symptoms >> 

All teachers, staff, students, or guests must stay home when exhibiting symptoms such as fever or chills, 
cough, shortness of breath, fatigue, muscle or body aches, headache, sore throat, or loss of taste or smell. 
Any student or staff member with a fever of 100.4 degrees or symptoms should not be present in school. 
Temperature check and symptom screening should be done at home each morning. The school will 
communicate this expectation to all families via newsletters, social media, and staff training. When in doubt, 
stay home! 

 
Health and temperature screening may be required for all entering the building >> 

Students, faculty, staff and visitors may be required to answer questions about symptoms and have their 
temperature taken prior to being allowed into the building beyond the office. 

 
Face masks and coverings are required in certain situations at school >>  

They will be strongly recommended and encouraged in other situations. Students are to bring a face 
covering as a school supply. No one style of mask is required. All masks that are worn during the school 
day must adhere to the following guidelines: 
➔ Must adequately cover the mouth and nostrils  
➔ The mask must be a solid color of white, blue/navy, grey, brown (tan), or black 
➔ The TMP-M ‘Cross’ is the only acceptable design, marking, or writing allowed 
➔ Gone Logo, Phaze 2, and Redeem Designs have masks with the TMP-M ‘Cross’ available to 

purchase. 
 
 

 
Required: 
➔ Entryways 
➔ Hallways 
➔ Classrooms 
➔ Locker rooms 
➔ Restrooms 

Required face coverings in these areas are due to the 
inability to predict who you will encounter. Required in 
classrooms where 6 feet distancing is not possible.  

 
Enouaraged/Optional: 
➔ Outside 
➔ Dining Hall when eating 

 
Face coverings may not be required when the following 
are being used as a classroom: Learning Commons, 
Auditorium, Canteen, Chapel, Gymnasium, Wrestling 
Room and Dining Hall AND social distancing can be 
greater than 6 feet. 

 
 

  



 

Social distancing will be enforced in the classrooms, hallways and dining hall >> 
Circumstances will vary, but in general, students will remain 6 feet a part in the hallways and dining hall. In 
the classrooms, maximum spacing will be maintained even when occupants are wearing face coverings. In 
classrooms where 6 feet or greater distance cannot be maintained, masks will be considered sufficient 
protection. During meal times in the dining hall and other areas, students will be seated 6 feet apart in all 
directions. Assigned seating is required at lunch and in all classes so that people can be contact traced. 

 
School transportation  >> 

When using school transportation, students and adults will be spread out inside the vehicles as much as 
possible, limiting occupancy if needed. Face coverings are required in any vehicle that has two or more 
occupants. Vehicle windows will be opened or outside air vents turned on. Suburbans will be limited to half 
capacity. 

 
Students will be asked to limit the use of their lockers  >>. 

Students will be encouraged to carry as many of their belongings with them in their backpacks to limit the 
use of lockers. 

 
Cleaning protocols will be developed for each period in spaces being utilized  >> 

After each class and prior to dismissal, students and teachers will be provided and use disinfectant to wipe 
down all desks, tables, handles or touched surfaces. Staff will do likewise for their areas after each visitor or 
at least once a day. Normal cleaning is important and increases the effectiveness of disinfection protocols. 

 
Water fountains can only be used for bottle filling  >> 

Students and staff should bring their own water bottles in order to use the water fountains. No drinking 
directly by the mouth.  



 

 
Restroom use will be limited to 50% capacity >> 

Restroom use should be limited to two people at one time and face coverings should be utilized. 
 
Air circulation considerations  >> 

➔ Air handling filters will be changed more frequently with level MRV13 filters if possible. 

➔ Each floor has fresh air brought into the building at certain areas. Keep classroom doors open as much as 
possible to increase the fresh air in the classrooms. 
 

Hand-washing/sanitizing  >> 
This should be done each hour and it is the responsibility of each individual to take care of this expectation. 
Hand washing is considered the most hygienic of the two. 

 
 
Faculty/Staff specific precautions  >> 

➔ Congregations in staff lounge areas are discouraged. Limit 5 people at one time in the teacher’s lounge with 
masks required. No group dining will be permitted in the teacher’s lounge or dining hall unless the 
occupants can maintain 6-feet distancing. 

➔ Faculty meetings will be held virtually or in areas where 6-feet social distancing can be maintained. In 
meetings where 6-feet social distancing is not feasible, face coverings will be worn. 

➔ Teachers and staff will work with students virtually in order to maintain quarantine when such students 
exhibit symptoms, travelled to a high-risk area, or had close contact with a COVID-19 positive individual. 
This will require some adjusting due to teaching students both in-person and virtually. 

➔ Teachers will rotate classrooms instead of students when feasible. 

➔ All new lessons will be recorded and/or streamed live. 

➔ Consider having training and/or a dedicated person to facilitate on-line learning and assist teachers. 

➔ Consider hiring a permanent substitute beyond study halls. 
  



 

Description of Phases:  
 

On-site  >> 
Low Community Restrictions (Minimal Community Spread) - All students may return with safety protocols. 

 
Hybrid  >> 
Moderate Community Restrictions (Moderate Community Spread) - Alternating groups of 50% of students for 
in-person instruction and 50% for remote learning with safety protocols. 

 
Remote  >> 
High Community Restrictions (Substantial Community Spread) - Most restrictive situation during 
significant community spread or as directed by the state or public health. Targeted groups of 10 or 
smaller may gather, with safety protocols. 
  



 

Schedule of Phases:  
 
On-site  >> 
Normal schedule for 1st-8th periods. All students back in the classroom with precautions such as face masks and 
social distancing. 
 
Hybrid  >> 
In collaboration between TMP-Marian and Holy Family Elementary either of the following will be decided upon. 
 
Option 1 for Hybrid Learning 
Week A Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Distance 
Learning 

Group A Group B Deep Cleaning 
& ½ day teacher 
plan. All 
students ½ day 
distance 
learning. 

Group A Group B 

Classroom 
Learning 

Group B Group A Deep Cleaning 
& ½ day teacher 
plan. All 
students ½ day 
distance 
learning. 

Group B Group A 

Option 1 for Hybrid Learning 
Week B Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Distance 
Learning 

Group B Group A Deep Cleaning 
& ½ day teacher 
plan. All 
students ½ day 
distance 
learning. 

Group B Group A 

Classroom 
Learning 

Group A Group B Deep Cleaning 
& ½ day teacher 
plan. All 
students ½ day 
distance 
learning. 

Group A Group B 

 
 



 

Option 2 for Hybrid Learning 
Week A Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Distance 
Learning 

Group A Group B Group A Group B Group A 

Classroom 
Learning 

Group B Group A Group B Group A Group B 
 

 
Option 2 for Hybrid Learning 
Week B Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Distance 
Learning 

Group B Group A Group B Group A Group B 

Classroom 
Learning 

Group A Group B Group A Group B Group A 

 
 
Remote  >> 
Most classroom instruction will be delivered as distance education with some targeted classroom 
education for small groups. Normal schedule will be followed for 2nd-8th periods from home. 
Teachers will post assignments and activities that will be due by the end of their class period for that 
day. Students will have flexibility to work on anything needed as long as they meet their deadlines. 
Attendance for remote learning will be logged by a supervising adult as mandated by KSDE.  



 

Response to Positive COVID-19 Test in TMP-Marian >> 
 
A positive case will be defined as a student, teacher or staff member or a member of their immediate 
cohabitating family. 

 

➔ If the positive case is a student or staff member, not allow a return to school for 10 days after the onset of 
symptoms. Learning and teaching virtually may continue if not experiencing symptoms. 

➔ Notify those who have been exposed and have had close contact (less than 6 feet for more than 10 
minutes) isolate and quarantine for 14 days or until a negative Covid-19 test is returned. 

➔ Continue to work closely with the local public health department to stay educated, informed and up-to-date 
on the most recent health information. 

➔ Continue to modify, postpone or cancel large events and extracurricular activities if necessary. 

➔ Consider plans for transition to other phases of instruction. If deemed necessary, begin communication with 
faculty and parents. 

◆ Inform faculty, staff and students of when a new phase begins and, if possible, when it’s estimated to 
end. 

◆ Maintain continuous learning. 

◆ Continue to maintain and provide services where applicable. 


